
 
 Autumn InKart Championships – Cadet Class 

18th December 2016 

 

Qualifying 

It’s a itte ly old, foggy day at Daytona Manchester as we meet up for the Final Round of the InKart 

Cadet Championship. 

We ha e a fa tasti  tu  out of spe tato s o  the al o y a d e’ e all eager to see how the 

Championship pans out! 

So as the drivers take to the karts we get set for qualifying. And it is not long until we are under way. 

The drivers are all quick to space themselves out which should offer up a clean session, however 

Gregory Wood and Christopher Hughes have kept close to one another for the first few laps of the 

session 

Alfie Thomas Williams and Jamie Norris are both looking confident and both are quick to settle into 

their race routines, warming their tyres in the first few laps before really starting to push. 

A couple of minutes in and Jordan Whittaker is going well improving on his times, Billy Robinson is 

also settling down well.  

Hugh Parry sets some quick times early on and looks competitive. 

As the laps click by the times fall rapidly, halfway into the session and the majority of the drivers are 

down to 36s laps. The track is holding temperature well which is efle ted i  the d i e s’ ti es. 

Alfie Thomas Williams has taken his kart to its limit, he is setting some amazing times and leads the 

field today as Q1 comes to an end 

Into Q2 and we again have a very well-spaced field. 

Times are all quick right from the off. All of the drivers have clearly settled down and it makes for 

exciting viewing of the scoreboard, as the names leap around. 

Alfie Thomas Williams is first to break 36s and is driving in a commanding fashion; Jamie Norris 

however is also looking extremely comfortable as well and could be dangerous today. He and Jordan 

Whittaker do start to get into each othe ’s way over the next few laps though. 

Hugh Parry has found some clean air and moves quickly up the board, followed by Nathan Hubbold 

who is also driving consistently. 

Billy Robinson pushes hard for the last few laps of the session to move up the board and save 

himself for Q3. 

Into Q3 and its very much more of the same, a well-spaced field all achieving extremely competitive 

times.  

There is little to split the field in this last session, everybody is trying to get the best from their karts 

and the entire field is split by only 1.4 seconds. 



 
Jamie Norris, firing on all cylinders, throws down a 35.2 on the first lap out clearly showing his intent 

but Alfie Thomas Williams come back with a 35.045 almost instantly. 

The field as a whole really seems to have stepped up a gear in this session and all drivers break 35s 

by the halfway point of the session. Nathan Hubbold, Billy Robinson and Gregory Wood are all 

pushing hard and putting in consistent times which is great to see. 

Alfie Thomas Williams slams in a 34.561 with some pressure from behind, Jamie Norris quickly 

responds with a 34s time as well this is an amazing battle. 

Hugh Parry with a late flourish also gets under 35 seconds and secures himself 3rd on the grid!  

Great driving all round! 

Qualifying Results 

P1 Alfie Thomas Williams - 34.366 P5 Billy Robinson  - 35.674  

P2 Jamie Norris   - 34.755 P6 Gregory Wood  - 35.811  

P3 Hugh Parry   - 34.789 P7 Christopher Hughes  - 36.542 Q2 Elim 

P4 Nathan Hubbold  - 35.426 P8 Jordan Whittaker  - 36.630 Q2 Elim 

Race 

So after an energetic qualifying session the drivers are lined up on the Grid with the lights about to 

change. 

As we go Green the engines roar and Hugh Parry has to defend quickly to stop Nathan Hubbold 

passing. Jordan Whittaker makes up a place into the first corner. 

As the karts snake over the bridge, Christopher Hughes lines himself up beautifully into the tunnel to 

make a pass on the outside of the track along the back straight, tightening and breaking into the 

hairpin to secure the move, a fantastic piece of driving. 

The drivers seem to stretch out fairly early on with Alfie Thomas Williams setting the pace and 

pulling away at the front with Jamie Norris hot on his heels. 

Billy Robinson, Christopher Hughes and Jordan Whittaker have a little battle going on, Hughes makes 

a slight mistake, which forces Robinson wide, which costs him a place. 

The field seem to be heavy on the brakes into the bridge hairpin today but times are still fast and 

falling! 

The field as a whole are motoring along now with everyone posting sub 35s lap-times. 

Gregory Wood who has been driving very well has a slight scare as he goes into the top Hairpin and 

nearly loses the back end. Fortunately, he had some space behind him so he is in no immediate 

danger.  

Alfie Thomas Williams is really pushing hard and is catching the back of the pack still with Jamie 

Norris hot on his heels and Hugh Parry not far behind. 



 
Billy Robinson finds some pace again and starts to make a move on Christopher Hughes, as this 

battle ensues, a quick-thinking Alfie Thomas Williams slides past and Billy is quick to follow Alfie’s 

line and capitalise. 

Christopher Hubbold spins at the top hairpin and the Yellow Flags come out, a marshal goes to 

rescue him and Nathan Hubbold does ’t slo  uite e ough a d ea ly takes hi  out. That’s a lose 
call, all drivers must remember to keep their kart at walking pace under the yellow flags at all times. 

Hugh Parry and Jamie Norris are in space and pushing hard to catch Alfie Thomas Williams who is in 

a world of his own right now. 

As we start towards the final third of the race the drivers have managed to give themselves some 

room all-round the track, each trying their best to catch the other. 

Times start to level out and with a final push we see Jordan Whittaker and Gregory Wood have a 

battle for 5th, some great defending however sees Gregory cement that position. 

What an amazing race today! 

Alfie Thomas Williams takes the race win, and with it the Cadet Championship, followed by Jamie 

Norris and Hugh Parry. 

Race Results 

P1 Alfie Thomas Williams 33.752 (fastest Lap) P5 Gregory Wood 

P2 Jamie Norris      P6 Jordan Whittaker 

P3 Hugh Parry      P7 Billy Robinson 

P4 Nathan Hubbold     P8 Christopher Hughes 

 


